Worksheet 12. Vocabulary review

Cross out the incorrect word in each item.

1. When water (boils / freezes), it is very hot.

2. Mr. Stathes is a kind and generous man. He (contributes / borrows) money to the hospital every year.

3. One dollar is (worth / over) 100 cents.

4. Use a knife to (throw / spread) butter on your bread.

5. We breathe through our (heart / lungs).

6. The man in the picture is cutting a (bush / flower). It is like a short tree.

7. Flowers have stems, but trees and bushes have (stems / branches.)

8. Flowers, bushes, and trees have (leaves / feathers).

9. Expand means to become (small / big).

10. This is a saying: “If at first you don’t succeed, try and try again.” Succeed means to have a (bad / good) result.